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Abstract

Recent results from the compact, high field. Alcator C-Mod tokamak program are
summ arized. H-mode threshold studies ha ve demonstrated that the threshold appears
to be closely related to local edge plasma parameters: for fixed field and plasma cur-
rent. T(.{v>95) takes on a density independent value at the transition. The Enhanced
D-Alpha H-Mode (EDA) regime has been in vestigated. EDA is distinct from ELM free
H mode, in that there is no accum ulation of impurities. and at the same time EIA does
not exhibit large discrete ELMs. The energy confinemen t is degraded by only about
lO'/c. compared to ELM free. Comparisons for EDA with ELMy H-Mode database scal-
ings indicate ~EDA ~ ^--'2TITER97H- Strong toroidal rotation is observed in ICRF-only
auxiliary heated plasmas; the rotation increases with plasma pressure, and decreases
with increasing plasma current. The inferred radial electric field reaches the order of
30 k\'/m near the center of the plasma. Through feedbac k controlled nitrogen impurit y
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puffing, steady state detached EDA H-Modes have been achieved with Zeff < 1.5. TE
is reduced by about 10(X in the detached case, compared to the confinement before the
No puff begins. The heat load to the divertor is reduced by a factor of 4. Volume
recombination rates are measured in the divertor, using 2-d tomography of Balmer se-
ries TV movies. Volume recombination can be a significant contributor to the overall
reduction in ion current to the divertor plates which occurs in detachment. Particle
balance measurements indicate that the divertor and main chamber plasmas are largely
isolated from one another, at least with regard to particle recycling, with most of the
main chamber (core plus scrape-off) fueling coming from neutrals in the main chamber
volume. With the addition of Lower Hybrid Current Drive. C-Mod would be an ideal
vehicle for investigation of advanced tokamak operation with fully relaxed current pro-
files. Detailed modeling indicates that discharges approaching the 3 limit {3_x ~ 3.7)
with > 70(/( bootstrap fraction should be achievable.

1. INTRODUCTION

There are four key areas of investigation on the compact, high magnetic field, Al-
cator C-Mocl tokamak[l]. Transport studies on C-Mod provide critical tests of empirical
scalings and theoretically-based interpretations of tokamak transport at unique dimen-
sional parameters, but with dimensionless parameters comparable to those in larger
experiments. Divertor research on C-Mod takes advantage of the advanced divertor
shaping, very high scrape-off layer power density, high divertor plasma density, unique
abilities in diagnosis and neutral control, and a high-Z metal wall. Ion cyclotron radio
frequency power provides the auxiliary heating on C-Mod. and is exploited for research
into wave absorption and parasitic losses and mode conversion processes. Advanced
tokamak research on C-Mod proposes demonstrating fully relaxed current profile con-
trol and sustainment through efficient off-axis current drive by Lower Hybrid waves.

2. TRANSPORT

In the area of transport research, we have continued investigations of the L/H
threshold, with emphasis on local measurements[2]. Trends demonstrating an edge
temperature threshold have been elaborated. Figure 1 indicates that Te{v-9o) shows a
much tighter correlation with confinement mode than does the global parameter, total
input power (Ptoi)- Subtracting the radiated power from (Pioi) does not significantly
decrease this scatter. These data, which are for a series of discharges with B& = 5.3 T
and Ip = 0.8J\/.4. show a clear edge temperature threshold of about 120 eV. Scans
for Bo = 8 T show a similar result, but with an increased threshold, at about 220
eV. In both cases, the threshold temperature approximately doubles when the B x Vi?
direction is reversed so that the ion drift direction is away from the divertor. We have
compared our data with the threshold theory of Rogers and Drake,[3] and the results
are shown in figure 2. The theory, which is based on electromagnetic suppression of
turbulence, via self generated E x B flow combined with B x Vi? diamagnetic flow,
predicts that the L to H transition should occur when the edge parameters are such
that a = —Rq2d3/dr > 0.5 and a(ii = pscat0/L0Lv > 0.6 {ps is the ion gyroradius,
cs is the ion sound speed. t0 is the ideal ballooning growth time, Lo is the ballooning
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spatial scale, and Lp is the pressure scale length. The boundary between L and H
mode is in very good qualitative agreement with the theory, with both a and a</; at the
experimental threshold being systematically about 20(/c lower than the predictions.
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Figure 1. Total input power and edge electron temperature, plotted, against line averaged,
density, for a series of discharges at fixed, toroidal field. (5.3 Tesla.) and. plasma, current
(0.8 MA). The triangles represent the data taken just before the plasma enters H-mode
(denoted L-H): they occur at a constant temperature (in this case about 120 eV). while
the global input powers under the sa.me conditions show much more scatter.

Global energy confinement results, for both L- and H-mode plasmas, are displayed
in figure 3. where they are plotted as a function of the ITER-89 L-mode confinement
scaling. The L-mode discharges show good agreement with the scaling, and the H-
mode plasmas have confinement enhancements of about a factor of 2. Two different
sets of H-mode discharges are shown: ELM free, and a confinement mode which we call
Enhanced D-Alpha H-Mode (EDA)[4.5]. The ELM free cases suffer from the typical
problems of impurity accumulation accompanied by monotonically increasing core radi-
ated power, followed by a collapse back to L-mode.[6] The EDA discharges, in contrast.
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Figure 2. Edge pedestal parameters in L-mode (squares), just before the transition to
H-Mode (triangles), and. in developed. H-modes (circles), plotted, in the (a.a(n) plane.
TJie theoretical boundary between L and H. from the theory of ref 3. is shown by the
curve. Points corresponding to plasmas near the density limit, just before disruption,
are shown in the lower left corner of the plot (diamonds).

show degraded impurity particle confinement, accompanied by an increase in edge den-
sity fluctuations, while the energy confinement is reduced by only about 10%. The EDA
discharges can reach a steady-state, with Prad/Pin < 30%. Type I ELMS have not been
observed in C-Mod. and the EDA regime does not suffer from large transient increases
of heat and particle flux to the divertor. In some cases, typically when 3^ > 1-2. small
ELM activity is seen on top of the EDA. Studies examining the conditions that are more
likely to produce EDA. rather than ELM free, indicate that EDA is favored at higher
neutral pressure (or target plasma density), when </95 > 3.5, and when triangularity is
in the range .35 < 6 < .55. Divertor geometry and baffling may also be important. The
EDA appears similar to some H-modes that have been reported from other tokamaks.
including the Low Particle Confinement Mode on JET[7]. type II ELMs from DIII-D[8].
and the small ELMs regime on JT60-U[9].

3. ICRF HEATING AND TOROIDAL ROTATION

Alcator C-Mod utilizes ICRF as its sole auxiliary heating method. Primarily
relying on fundamental minority heating at / = 80 MHz. up to 3.5 MW is launched into
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Figure 3. Summary of L- and H-mode confinement data plotted, against the ITER-89P
L-Mode scaling law. ELM-free H-Modc discharges are designated by the circles, and
EDA H-Modes by the squares.

the plasma through 2 dipole antennas.[10] Efficient RF absorption has been measured
both at B = 5.4T (hydrogen minority), and at 8T (3He minority), with 80% to 90%
of the launched power going into plasma heating.[11] In contrast with neutral beam
heating, the RF does not impart direct net momentum into the plasma, for the spectrum
of waves launched. Nevertheless, rapid toroidal rotation is observed.[12] The rotation is
seen in L-mocle and H-mode plasmas, with the rotation velocity increasing with the total
stored energy {Wtot) of the plasma (for fixed Ip). and decreasing with increasing current
(for fixed Wtot)- Rapid rotation is also seen in discharges with core transport barriers
(PEP modes). The rotation is determined by measuring the Doppler shift in Ar+U> line
radiation; the same instrumentation is used to simultaneously measure the argon ion
temperature and density profiles. Profiles of the radial electric field can be inferred from
these data, and one such result is shown in figure 4. The spectrometers are sensitive
both to the toroidal and poloidal components of rotation, but the poloidal rotation, if
present, is below the detectability of the system (l# < 3 X 10s m/s). and the points
shown in the figure are based on Er — VP/neZ + 1 ~c,B$. The diamagnetic term is very
small, because of the 1/Z dependence (Z = 16 in this case). Note that the calculated
majority species diamagnetic term is not small, and the deuterium ion rotation, which
is not measured, is expected to be about 1.5 times larger than that of the argon. Mach
numbers, for argon, are of the order of 0.2, for the fastest rotation seen to date. The
rotation profile is strongly peaked near the magnetic axis. Recent theoretical work
suggests that ICRF heating of passing particles can result in a net inward shift of ions,
which leads to a positive Er and toroidal rotation in the co-current direction [13]. The
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model correcth' predicts the direction and magnitude of the rotation, and is qualitatively
consistent with the observed axial peaking and dependence on plasma current.
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Figure 4- Radial electric field profile inferred, from toroidal rotation measurements
on Ar+U>. The diamagnetic contributions, calculated, from the measured, temperature
and, density profiles, are plotted for the argon ions (dash-dotted) and, for the majority
deuterons (solid line). The diamagnetic contribution for argon is very small, because of
the \jZ dependence of this term.

4. DIVERTOR STUDIES

In divertor research, we have implemented impurity injection feedback techniques
to achieve quasi-steady-state detached divertor operation during EDA H-Mode plasmas.
Using nitrogen, the peak divertor plate heat flux was reduced by about a factor of 5.
Figure 5 shows the time histories for key plasma parameters in a typical case. Nitrogen
puffing is started after the H-mode is established, and the puff rate is controlled with
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active feedback using the radiated power measured with a bolometer viewing along a
chord tangent to a radius just inside the last closed flux surface at the plasma midplane.
As the plasma, detaches, as indicated by the sharply decreasing heat flux to the outer
divertor. the global energy confinement time drops by less than 10(7u and the central
Z(fj- stays below 1.5. The minimal effect on the core is due. at least in part, to the high
divertor compression of impurity gases (C'z = nz.div/nz.eon )• C'z increases with plasma
density, giving high density operation an advantage. Parallel flows in the scrape-off are
measured and appear to play a role in keeping Cz high.

For detached plasmas, the strong reduction in ion current to the divertor target
plate, as compared to attached conditions, is due to a combination of volumetric power
loss in the SOL. plasma pressure loss along field lines and volume recombination of
the ions. The importance of ion-neutral friction in reducing the target plate plasma
pressure has been verified from parallel flow measurements of ionized and neutral species
in the divertor using spectroscopic techniques. We have developed an analysis technique
for determining the local volumetric recombination rate in detached regions, using the
deuterium Balmer and Lyman series intensities. Opacities for the Lyman lines are
measured, and the opacity effects reduce the overall recombination rates. The results
show that recombination is significant, accounting for up to lh% of the ion sink during
detachment, with the remainder recombining on the plate.

Measurements of particle balance in the main chamber and the divertor. combined
with UEDGE [14] model calculations, indicate that under most operational conditions
in C-Mod. the plasma in the scrape-off layer (SOL) surrounding the core plasma recycles
by cross-field flow to the wall rather than by parallel flow into the divertor chamber.
Figure 6 shows a compilation of data from a large number of discharges (both L-mode
and H-mode). The open symbols show the plasma source in the main chamber (including
core and main-chamber SOL), inferred from midplane Balmer-a measurements and the
x symbols show the ion flux passing from the main chamber SOL into the divertor
chamber, as measured with a Mach probe. The data are plotted against the neutral flux
into the main chamber, inferred from midplane neutral pressure measurements combined
with a free-streaming neutral model.[15] The remarkable result is that the main chamber
recycling flux is always greater than that towards the divertor, usualh' by more than an
order of magnitude. Modeling with the UEDGE transport code shows that in order to
fit the measured scrape-off layer density profiles in this regime, some combination of a
diffusion coefficient that rapidly grows with distance from the last-closed flux surface,
or an inward particle pinch effect is required. An important implication is that the
the neutral pressure at the midplane may be controlled more by the magnitude of the
anomalous cross-field plasma, transport rather than the geometry of the divertor or main
chamber wall structures.

5. UPGRADES AND NEAR TERM PLANS

For the upcoming 1999 run campaign, several major facility and diagnostic up-
grades are being implemented. The auxiliary heating capability of the machine is being
doubled, with the addition of a 4-strap ICRF antenna. This will allow for the uti-
lization of the full 8 MW complement of source power, which includes 4 MW at fixed
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Figure 5. Time histories for several plasma, parameters in a detached EDA H-Mode
discharge. Note that after detachment (at about .82 s), Zefj remains below 1.5. and the
global energy confinement, as indicated by the stored, energy, drops only slightly. Before
the nitrogen puffing begins, the parallel power flow into the divertor in the scrape-off
layer is 0.6 GW/m2.
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Figure 6. Comparison of the main chamber ionization source, measured from, mid-plane
Balmer-a brightness (open symbols) and ion flux through the divertor throat, measured,
•with a scrape-off-layer fast scanning Mach probe (x symbols), plotted as functions of
the neutral flux into the main chamber plasma, inferred from the main chamber neutral
pressure. The results imply that the main chamber and divertor regions are largely
•isolated with respect to particle flows and recycling.

frequency (80 MHz), plus 4 MW tunable (42 to 78 MHz). Programmatic emphasis
in this area for the run period will include investigations at higher 3. increased di-
vertor power loading, and continued investigations of H-mode and ELM physics. We
will begin current drive investigation using both mode conversion and fast wave tech-
niques, along with Bernstein Wave flow control. A diagnostic neutral beam is being
added, along with associated diagnostics to measure ion temperature and rotation pro-
files through charge exchange recombination spectroscopy. fluctuations through beam
emission spectroscopy. and current density profiles via the motional Stark effect. Addi-
tional diagnostic upgrades include ECE temperature fluctuation instrumentation, and
better coverage of the pedestal region with high spatial resolution visible, x-ray, and
bolometric imaging arrays, an edge Thomson scattering system and an improved reflec-
tometer system. The outer divertor is being modified, with the addition of adjustable
flow control '•flappers'*. to allow for dynamic studies of the effects of variable neutral
particle conduction between the divertor and the main chamber.

6. ADVANCED TOKAMAK RESEARCH
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Figure 7. Modeled current density and q profiles for a steady state discharge with off axis
lower hybrid current drive. In this case, the total current is 0.8 MA. with a bootstrap
fraction of 70%.

Modeling of possible advanced tokamak operation on C-Mod has been undertaken
with the ACCOME current drive and equilibrium code[16], combined with the PEST-
II stability code[17]. For target plasmas with ICRF heating during the current ramp,
characterized by inductively driven current profiles (qo > 1). it is found that reverse
shear current density profiles can be ci'eated and maintained using off-axis Lower Hybrid
Current Drive (LHCD). With the addition of 3 MW (absorbed) at 4.6 GHz. the modeling
indicates that reverse shear plasmas at the 3 limit can be produced in C-Mod at BQ ~
4.5 Tesla. Ip ~ 0.8 MA. and (ne) in the range from 1 x 1020 to 2 x 1020 m" 3 . with
pulse length of about 10 skin times and 2 L/R times.[18] Figure 7 shows the resulting
total steady state current density profile, as well as the components clue to LHCD and
bootstrap, the latter contributing about 70% of the total current. The q profile, also
shown in the figure, has r(qmi,,) ~ 0.7«, and this radius can be controlled through
variation of the RF power and wavenumber spectrum. The shaped C-Mod geometry
(K ~ 1.7. 6 ~ 0.7) results in high ideal MHD /^-limits, even in the absence of a conducting
shell ( % < 3.5).
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